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Oh, China! meets the needs of advanced beginners or "heritage learners" who already speak some

Chinese but require instruction in reading and writing fundamentals before moving to the

intermediate level. In this fully revised edition, state-of-the-art lessons go over the basics of standard

Mandarin pronunciation and introduce students to Chinese characters. The textbook moves at a

faster pace than those designed for absolute beginners and allows students to rapidly develop

strong foundations in grammar and vocabulary. It contains topics that are especially relevant to

heritage learners, such as growing up in a bilingual, bicultural environment, and exposes students to

essential issues for understanding contemporary China today, including economic development and

political relations with Taiwan.  This essential of Chinese language learning contains updated

lessons, grammar notes, and exercises, and its new user-friendly format juxtaposes text and

vocabulary on adjacent pages.   Updated and revised edition   Designed for advanced beginners

who already speak some Chinese   Offers strong foundations in pronunciation, characters, and

grammar   Covers topics relevant to heritage speakers and contemporary Chinese society   Single

volume user-friendly format
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I bought this for my heritage Chinese course. The character load per chapter is pretty high as the

chapters increase. As a Chinese American, all of the topics that are in each chapter's passage are

relatable. I would only recommend this book to people who have some background in learning or

speaking Chinese. This is not a book for first time learners.

Advances extremely slowly with rather silly dialogues. Hanzi vocabulary lists are too small to read

without a magnifying glass, though some are relisted in larger font at the end of each chapter. The

grammar notes are the strongest feature. Since it's supposed to be for fluent Chinese speakers, I

don't know why they feel they have to start with the easiest characters (I am, here is, a dot, a map)

instead of having real conversations and making us learn those characters.

Bought this for my Chinese beginners class for heritage speakers at Georgetown. I can relate to a

lot of the conversations but the order of the vocabulary is a bit random and scattered. I didn't learn

the word friend until the third chapter. The rules are very clear though even though it may take a bit

to read through them. A good book if you have a little bit of Chinese background in speaking.

This book is phenomenal in some ways and problematic in another. I will explain why: I have been a

learner of Chinese for over 14 years and have dove into my share of textbooks, and programs so I

have a pretty good idea what is out there. This book is an intermediate level book, like the stage

where you speak Chinese but it just isn't quite fluent yet. You can read many characters but you

can't get through a novel, you aren't a beginner but your Chinese needs major cleaning up and

there are so many key phrases and sentence structure you still need to either learn or solidify. It is

filled with excellent grammar points that really anyone other than a very advanced speaker would

find very useful.The problems first: One of this book's strength is the unbelievable attention to the

details of how tones are spoken in actual true speech, such as properly placed neutral tones. This is

the ONLY textbook I have ever had that really shows the extant of neutral tones within full

sentences in context. The problem is the pinyin is inconsistent without explanation. For example "li"



inside. I have seen it "Jia li" home where "li" is neutral tone, or "sushe li" in the dorm where li is

neutral tone, but I also see "gong li" with "li" as 3rd tone meaning inside the apartment. One part

shows "cesuo" toilet, as "cuo" with neutral tone and other place with 3rd tone. "jiu" as in "jiu shi" is

repeatedly shown in neutral tone but then I see it in 4th tone on another part. The problem is there is

no explanation why. These are either major errors or tones simply change so frequently, and they

are demonstrating here what it actually is in real speech, but there is no explanation of the when

and why. I am going to try to contact the writers and ask them if these are errors or they intended it

to be this way. If so I would like some type of guide as to know why the inconsistencies.One time

"Zhe me" is spelled "zem me" in pinyin and again, is this an error or showing how it would have

been pronounced?For example, "women shi zhongguo ren" as in "We are Chinese" is shown with

men, shi and guo as neutral tones. Men is obvious but shi and guo? This is a remarkable

achievement here. Say this fast and you will see, it actually makes sense. This is what I mean by it's

incredible use of neutral tones in the pinyin.One incredible strength is this is the ONLY book I have

ever seen that mentions the half 4th tone. When 2 fourth tones are together the first is pronounced

in not a full fourth tone. The section on neutral tones, half third tone as well as pronunciation are

very good.In the free preview you can check out at least some of the pronunciation section and the

tones section and you will see the tremendous attention to detail. Read the part about tones in

combination, fourth tone sandhi and the neutral tone section.The dialogues are not the usual

dialogues you find in textbooks and they are in simplified and traditional characters which I love, and

filled with a very detailed grammar point section at the end. The grammar sections are fantastic! Of

course and MP3 of the dialogues would be a great edition, but there isn't any. This book is printed in

the US so you are getting a slightly different take on the the books printed in China.I highly

recommend this book, if you can find a way to come to terms with the inconsistencies which are

possible errors.This book is from Princeton University which is one of the top schools in the country

and there is so much incredible explanations and details in this book that the writers clearly know

what they are talking about. I just wish I could get some type of update on what I think are either

inconstancies simply inherent in the language or actual errors. If any of the writers read this review I

would greatly appreciate a response.What I am going to do is finish this book,and move along the

track within the otherr Princeton Books, get New China which seems to be the next step up logical

choice and then All Things Considered which is said to bridge the gap between Intermediate and

Advanced Level, and then move on to their advanced books, A Kaleidoscope of China and Anything

Goes.All Mandarin students know that there is no definitive book without problems, errors or simply

containing MP3s with non native like robotic dialogue. How many CDs have we heard where they



speak way too clear and perfect, not how most Chinese speak in real life. This is just something we

have to learn to deal with. Despite it's possible problems, I find this book to be one of the best I have

ever come across and will continue with this company for a while in the above mentioned books.

I got this book since it was required for my class. It's a lot different compared to the previous version

as this puts more emphasis on simplified vs traditional.There is a lot of mistakes in this book but

apparently it's better compared to the old version...

This thing has no detail to it, the writing in characters are not explained while there is a ton of other

english in the book. Unless your school requires you to use it dont take it.

I got this book very on time. This book is good condition, but looks a little bit old in out side. I like it.

Fantastic for beginner native speakers! Sentence structure notes are particularly useful, vocab

moves at a good pace, and there is a good range of easy to difficult readings
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